
CSCI 8980-06: Introduction to NLP

Lecture 9: Machine Translation

Dongyeop Kang, University of Minnesota

Some slides are borrowed from Dan Jurafsky (Stanford), David Bamman (Berkeley), and Yulia Tsvetkov (CMU).



Outline (Feb 15)

q Lecture on discourse (30m)
q Readings

o (15m) [Kelsey Neis] Piper, A., So, R. J., & Bamman, D. (2021) Narrative Theory for Computational 
Narrative Understanding In Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in 
Natural Language Processing (pp. 298-311).

o (15m) [Emily Mulhall] Zhang, W., Feng, Y., Meng, F., You, D., & Liu, Q. (2019). Bridging the Gap 
between Training and Inference for Neural Machine Translation

o (15m) [Haoji Hu] Lample, G., Conneau, A., Denoyer, L., & Ranzato, M. A. (2017). Unsupervised 
Machine Translation Using Monolingual Corpora Only

q HW3 out (Feb 15 17)
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https://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~dbamman/pubs/pdf/piper_so_bamman_emnlp2021.pdf
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Machine Translation
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“오늘날씨가어때요?”

X

encode(X) decode(encode(X))
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferno_(Dante)#cite_note-1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferno_(Dante)
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Modern machine translation systems are learned from parallel texts; pairs of 
documents in two languages that have been aligned at the sentence level.

Reprise de la session Resumption of the session

Je déclare reprise la session du Parlement 
européen qui avait été interrompue le vendredi 17 
décembre dernier et je vous renouvelle tous mes 
vux en espérant que vous avez passé de bonnes 

vacances.

declare resumed the session of the European 
Parliament adjourned on Friday 17 December 

1999, and I would like once again to wish you a 
happy new year in the hope that you enjoyed a 

pleasant festive period.

Comme vous avez pu le constater, le grand 
"bogue de l'an 2000" ne s'est pas produit. En 

revanche, les citoyens d'un certain nombre de nos 
pays ont été victimes de catastrophes naturelles 

qui ont vraiment été terribles.

Although, as you will have seen, the dreaded 
'millennium bug' failed to materialise, still the 

people in a number of countries suffered a series 
of natural disasters that truly were dreadful.

European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus 1996-2011

Data



Data

q Europarl (proceedings of European parliament, 50M words/language) 
http://www.statmt.org/europarl/

q UN Corpus (United Nations documents, six languages, 300M words/ 
language) http://www.euromatrixplus.net/multi-un/

q Common crawl (Web documents, long tail of language pairs)
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http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
http://www.euromatrixplus.net/multi-un/


Evaluation
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BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002): what fraction of {1-4}-grams in the 
system translation appear in the reference translations?

P! =
Number of ngrams in system and reference translations

Number of ngrams in system translation

𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 = exp
1
𝑁
+
567

8

log 𝑝5

brevity penalty

BP = :
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑐 > 𝑟
𝑒"#$/& 𝑖𝑓 𝑐 ≤ 𝑟

c = length of hypothesis translation
r = length of closest reference translation

BP ×
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Appeared calm when he was taken to the American plane, 
which will to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm as he was led to the American
plane which will take him to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm while being escorted to the plane 
that would take him to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm as he was being led to the 
American plane that was to carry him to Miami in Florida.

Orejuela seemed quite calm as he was being led to the 
American plane that would take him to Miami in Florida.

Hypothesis/system translation Reference translation 

P" =
15
18 = 0.833

Appeared
calm
when 

he
was

taken 
to
the

American

plane
,

which
will
to

Miami
, 

Florida
.

Ngrams appearing >1 time in the hypothesis can match up to the max 
number of times they appear in a single reference e.g., two commas in 
hypothesis but one max in any single reference.
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Appeared calm when he was taken to the American plane, 
which will to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm as he was led to the American 
plane which will take him to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm while being escorted to the plane 
that would take him to Miami, Florida.

Orejuela appeared calm as he was being led to the 
American plane that was to carry him to Miami in Florida.

Orejuela seemed quite calm as he was being led to the 
American plane that would take him to Miami in Florida.

Hypothesis/system translation Reference translation 

P' =
10
17 = 0.588

Appeared calm 
calm when
when he
he was

was taken 
taken to
to the

the American
American plane

plane ,
,  which

which will
will to 

to Miami
Miami ,
, Florida
Florida .



MT as code breaking

One naturally wonders if the problem 
of translation could be treated as a 
problem in cryptography. 

“This is really written in English, but it 
has been coded in some strange 
symbols. I will now proceed to decode”
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Warren Weaver to Norbert Wiener, March, 1947



Noisy Channel
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𝑃 𝑌 𝑋)
channel model source model

If we’re translating from English (X) into French (Y) we assume some true 
French sentence Y that was corrupted into English version X.

Translation 
model

Target 
LM

Claude Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication”, 1948

∝ 𝑃 𝑋 𝑌 & 𝑃(𝑌)



Noisy Channel
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𝑃 𝑌 𝑋) ∝ 𝑃 𝑋 𝑌 & 𝑃(𝑌)
channel model source model

Translation 
model

Target 
LM

Estimate from 
parallel texts 

(X,Y)

Estimate from 
monolingual data 

(Y)

Claude Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication”, 1948
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statistical and neural machine translation

Learning from data:



Statistical MT

q Learning the structure of parallel sentences to learn the 
translation model 𝑃 𝑋 𝑌

16

Brown et al. (1990), “A statistical approach to machine translation,”  Computational Linguistics

Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch'entrate

Abandon all hope, you who enter!
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Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch'entrate

Abandon all hope, you who enter!

mi lasciate in pace 

Leave me in peace

Lasciate i monti

Leave the mountains



IBM alignment models

Model 1 Independent word translation (order doesn’t matter)

Model 2 Word translation + distance between source and target 
position

Model 3 Word translation + fertility (how many target words a 
source word can align to)

Model 4 Word translation + relative ordering among target words 
of same source

Model 5 (Fixes deficiency of model 4)

HMM (Vogel et al., 1996) Word translation plus relative ordering
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Brown, Peter F. (1993). “The mathematics of statistical machine translation: Parameter estimation,” Computational Linguistics
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statistical and neural machine translation

Learning from data:



Recurrent Neural Network
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Goldberg 2017

=

sJ = R (xJ, sJK7 ) yJ = O (sJ)
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=

Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch'entrate Abandon all hope, you who enter!



Encoder-decoder framework
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS I’m hungry

I’m hungry now

0.4

2.5

0.9

8.2

K-dimensional vector representing 
entire context of source input



Training
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m you are the when …

1 0 0 0 0 0

I’m you are the when …

0.02 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.07
Predicted

Ground-
Truth



Training
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

hungry full sick ok bad …

1 0 0 0 0 0

hungry full sick ok bad …

0.13 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.07
Predicted

Ground-
Truth

I’m

hungry



Encoder-decoder
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m

hungry

0.4

2.5

0.9

8.2

The entire source context is 
summarized in this one vector

sJ = f (sJK7, 𝑦LK7 )

The decoder state depends just on the 
previous state and the previous output



Encoder-decoder
with attention
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m

hungry

sJ = f (sJK7, 𝑦LK7, 𝑐L)

The decoder state depends just on the previous 
state, the previous output, and some context



Encoder-decoder
with attention
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m

hungry

sJ = f (sJK7, 𝑦LK7, 𝑐L)

The decoder state depends just on the previous 
state, the previous output, and some context

0.4 2.5 0.9 8.2 5.4 -5. 6.9 8.2 0.4 9.5 0.2 0.2

weighted sum

𝑐 = h7a7 + hMaM + hNaN



Encoder-decoder
with attention
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m

hungry

sJ = f (sJK7, 𝑦LK7, 𝑐L)

0.4 2.5 0.9 8.2 5.4 -5. 6.9 8.2 0.4 9.5 0.2 0.2

weighted sum

𝑐 = h7a7 + hMaM + hNaN
Attention changes with each word being 
generated during decoding. Each subsequent 
word pays attention to different parts of the input.

𝑎 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑟)
𝑟 = [𝑟", 𝑟', 𝑟(]

𝑟! = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ!, 𝑠"#!)

𝑟$ = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ$, 𝑠"#!)

𝑟% = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ%, 𝑠"#!)

0.4
2.5

0.9
8.2



Encoder-decoder
with attention
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS

I’m

I’m

hungry

sJ = f (sJK7, 𝑦LK7, 𝑐L)

0.4 2.5 0.9 8.2 5.4 -5. 6.9 8.2 0.4 9.5 0.2 0.2

weighted sum

𝑐 = h7a7 + hMaM + hNaN
Attention changes with each word being 
generated during decoding. Each subsequent 
word pays attention to different parts of the input.

𝑎 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑟)
𝑟 = [𝑟", 𝑟', 𝑟(]

𝑟! = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ!, 𝑠"#!)

𝑟$ = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ$, 𝑠"#!)

𝑟% = 𝐹𝑁 (ℎ%, 𝑠"#!)

0.4
2.5

0.9
8.2



Better performance on long sentences
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Bahdanau et al. (2016), “Neural Machine Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate”
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Bahdanau et al. (2016), “Neural Machine Translation by Jointly Learning to Align and Translate”



Transformer network

q RNNs are hard to parallelize; 
important factor for long 
sequence lengths

q Attention gives us access to 
an entire input sequence. Why 
do we need recurrence at all?

32

Vaswani et al. (2017), “Attention is All You Need”



MT with Transformer
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나는 지금 배고파 EOS I’m hungry

In the decoder, self-attention can only attend over 
words to the left of the position (since the right 
ones haven’t been generated yet).
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Vaswani et al. (2017), “Attention is All You Need”

Self-attention captures structure in the input 
(e.g., coreference)
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Vaswani et al. (2017), “Attention is All You Need”
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How can we decode a sequence of tokens?



Greedy search

q At each time stamp, pick the most likely word 𝑦! , until <EOS>
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Efficient, but heavily suboptimal 

argmax 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃 𝑦! | 𝑥, 𝑦"!



Beam search

q maintain list of K hypothesis (beam)
q at each time step, expand each 

hypothesis
q select hypotheses with highest total 

probability
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K = 3 Image from Rico Sennrich



Other techniques not covered

q Back-translation
q Formality controlled MT
q Document-level MT
q Unsupervised MT with monolingual data
q Other sentence-level optimization techniques like MIXER
q Simultaneous MT
q Multilingual and low-resource MT
q …
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Attention vs Alignment

q Attention is similar to alignment, but 
there are important differences
o Alignment makes stochastic but hard 

decisions: the model picks one word or 
phrase at a time

o Attention is “soft” (you add together all the 
words)

o There is no guarantee that attention 
corresponds to alignment since information 
can also flow along recurrent connections
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Cho et al., 2015



Attention is not alignment
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Philipp Koehn, Rebecca Knowles. 2017. Six Challenges for Neural Machine Translation. Proc. WNMT



Multilingual NMT
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Google's Multilingual Neural Machine Translation System: Enabling Zero-Shot Translation

Artificial token in the beginning of the input 
sentence to indicate the target language:


